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ABSTRACT
The Important work in the software companies are the development of the software and the software developer plays the
important role in the developing process. Analyze the software developer to have the expert knowledge and develop the
software. Developer must have the knowledge to define the problem, analysis, design and implementation. The every
process must well defined by the developer. The developer entirely depends on the system and they have the expert
solution of the system. The developer has communication every services using the SOA architecture. For the services and
the expert knowledge to gain the developer, create the software developer optimizer. This optimizer will develop based on
the knowledge base of the developer. This paper introduces the knowledge management process for an expert system that
is the software developer optimizer (SDO). It is the design of expert system for the software developer process. Then the
development stages are described. The SDO is an innovation since it is the first expert system developed for software
developer It is a knowledge-based and SOA optimization system.
Keywords: Service oriented architecture, software developer optimizer

1. INTRODUCTION

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The Important work in the software companies
are the development of the software and the software
developer plays the important role in the developing
process. Software developer must solve problems by
using their factual knowledge and reasoning ability. To
get these knowledge, the software developer use the
artificial intelligent and expert’s knowledge. Expert
systems[1] represent an area of interest in artificial
intelligence. Artificial intelligence is used to solve
problems that are difficult enough to require emulation
of human intelligence.
Thus far, the work done on software developer
optimizer in the software developing companies has
included literature reviews, problem solving process,
logical process and expert process. However, it is
crucial to take into account the knowledge and expertise
available through developer experts. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop an expert system. An expert system
is a computer program that represents and reasons with
knowledge of some specialist subject with a view to
solving problems or giving advice [2]. The term expert
system refers to computer programs that apply
substantial knowledge of specific areas of expertise to
the problem-solving process [8]. It is a computer system
that emulates the decision making ability of a human
expert [2]. The terms emulate means that the expert
system is intended to act in all respects like a human
expert [2]. In this paper, develop the software developer
optimizer using the software developing steps.

2.1 Expert systems
An Expert system is a computer program that
simulates the judgment and behavior of a human being
or an organization that has expert knowledge and
experience in a particular field. Typically, such a system
contains a knowledge base of accumulated experience
and a set of rules for applying the condition to each
particular situation that is described in the program.
Sophisticated expert systems can be enhanced with
additions to the knowledge base or to the set of rules. In
other words, it is a software based system which makes
or evaluates decisions based on rules established within
the software.
Besides the knowledge base, the expert system
also need a inference engine to identify features of the
problems inputted and propose a more reliable
recommendation or solution via inference to be listed by
the explanation subsystem with explanations on, for
instance, How and Why. This way it will have the
prototype of an expert system. At present, more matured
expert systems have been at least equipped with the
ability of a human expert.
Expert systems are in fact visible everywhere in
the computer system [5],[6]. Among the most frequently
seen is the Help function of MS Windows. Through
multiple choices, it helps users describe features of the
problem and show them steps to the solution. Removing
troubles in this manner helps save the time spent on
flipping through the manual in search for an answer. For
enhancing work efficiency and system stability, it is
quite valuable. Therefore, we can use expert systems to
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walk maintenance staffs through bottlenecks they
encounter. A full-fledged, comprehensive computer
hardware maintenance expert system must be able to
offer suggestions on computer trouble diagnosis and
repair. Via continuous update of the knowledge base, the
maintenance crew can have access to the knowledge of
the same system and share their experiences. This way,
we can save the expenditure of employee training, on the
one hand, and effectively convey updated computer
maintenance knowledge.
The Knowledge based is used to develop the
Software developer Optimizer. This optimizer is used to
find the process step of the software developer. This
paper describes the knowledge management process
followed while developing the SDO, an expert system
designed to optimize the Software developer using SOA
and knowledge engineering tool.

2.2 Expert System Components
The knowledge base system uses the knowledge
and experience of experts to solve problems in a
reasonable period of time. Human experts solve
problems by using their factual knowledge and reasoning
ability. In the other hand, an expert system uses its
knowledge base and inference engine to perform a
similar task. The main components of an expert system
are (see Figure 2):

2. 3 Expert system development
Figure 4 illustrates the major stages to build an expert
system:
1. Identification.
2. Conceptualization.
3. Formalization.
4. Implementation.
5. Validation.
6. Maintenance.
As part of the development process, knowledge
engineering comprises the following steps:
1. Selecting the expert system shell.
2. Acquiring and implementing the knowledge into the
expert system.
3. Validating the prototype system.
4. Adding more knowledge.
5. Validating the final system for use by the software
developers
Figure 5 exhibits the knowledge elements considered to
build the Software developer optimizer(SDO).

1. Knowledge base.
2. Inference engine.
3. User interface.

The knowledge base supplies specific facts and
rules regarding a domain, while the inference engine
offers the reasoning ability that allows the expert system
to make conclusions. The user interface is the medium
between the expert system and the user. An expert is
someone who has the ability to achieve a specific task
efficiently by using his or her skills, experience, and
knowledge in a specific domain. Figure 3 shows the
knowledge management process.
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The first step in the identification stage is to
choose a domain and identify a task that the expert
system will perform competently. A domain is a
collection of knowledge or an area of application.
Software developing is the domain considered
for this paper. An expert performs a task correctly and
therefore is competent in a specific domain. Performing
a task means solving a problem.
Optimizing the software development is a task
in the domain of creating software. Estimating the rate of
knowledge of the developer and the concept of the
software interaction parameter are to define the problem,
analysis the problem, find the environment, system
design, coding, testing and implementation. This
parameters are used the expert system development
stages.
Another step is to prepare a proposal
comprising the scope, purpose, audience, the sources of
knowledge, and the resources needed to build the expert
system.
In the conceptualization stage, the knowledge is
acquired. Therefore, the concepts dealing with the
software development system are determined.
The third stage deals with the formalization of the
concepts and their relationships after knowledge
acquisition. Thus, the knowledge is refined and
represented by interrelated modules that are sets of facts
and rules. The resulting structure follows the solution
process logic. The knowledge modules are elaborated to
make the next stage easier. The fourth stage scopes with
knowledge implementation or encoding.

2.4 SOA (Service Oriented Architecture)
A service in SOA is an application function
packaged as a reusable component for use in a business
process. It either provides information or facilitates a
change to business data from one valid and consistent
state to another [4].
Service-oriented architectures have the following key
characteristics [5];
•

•

•

SOA services have self-describing interfaces in
platform-independent XML documents. Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) is the
standard used to describe the services.
SOA services communicate with messages
formally defined via XML Schema (also called
XSD). Communication among consumers and
providers or services typically happens in
heterogeneous environments, with little or no
knowledge about the provider. Messages between
services can be viewed as key business documents
processed in an enterprise. 
SOA services are maintained in the enterprise by a
registry that acts as a directory listing.

Applications can look up the services in the registry and
invoke the service. Each SOA service has a quality of
service (QoS) associated with it. Some of the key QoS
elements are security requirements, such as
authentication and authorization, reliable messaging, and
policies regarding who can invoke services.
SOA has the same architecture of the expert
system architecture. The developer
uses in that
architecture to implement the knowledge and expert
information. Using this SOA, the developer can develop
the software and communicate the software with the
users.
The binding from the service requester to the
service provider should loosely couple the service. This
means that the service requester has no knowledge of the
technical details of the provider’s implementation, such
as the programming language, deployment platform, and
so forth. The service requester typically invokes two
kinds of message operations such as request message
and the response message, using the SOA. The
developer used SOA architecture to execute the service
provider.

3. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
The knowledge sources are the experts and their
written documents such as books, papers, and technical
reports. An expert is a knowledgeable person who
performs the task competently. The developers can
considered the knowledge engineers and the primary and
the primary source of knowledge and expertise in
optimizing the software developing system, other
expert’s knowledge was acquired based on regular
meetings and written documents [8].
Building the expert system needs the use of
resources such as audio and video tapes and supplies to
record sessions with the expert, including paper, pens,
and sketchpads. The knowledge is a set of sample
problems and solutions regarding development of
software for software industry. They are classified into
design, training, and evaluation cases. The design cases
are typical problems that the first prototype will solve.
The training cases are problems used to stretch and
enhance the knowledge base. The evaluation cases are
applied to validate the expert system and therefore to
demonstrate its power and limitations.
The domain and task knowledge is acquired
from experts following interviews and discussion
sessions. It is important to plan and prepare for an
interview by reading about the domain to become
familiar with terminology for instance. In addition to
expert case studies, a set of questions and sample
problems and cases should be arranged to discuss during
interviews and consultation sessions with the experts to
acquire more knowledge. While talking about design
cases, it is paramount to listen carefully for hints about
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how the experts classify evidence and sort problems into
sub problems.
The interviewing and building the relationship
with expert are the data and module of the software are
used that data to executed correctly or not in the testing
stage. Also, the expert gives the idea and rule for
designing the software. The facts and data are taken
from the knowledge base and implement the concepts
using SOA. Then, the user can access the software from
the SOA and the SOA acts service provider and do the
operation request and response.

4. EXPERT SYSTEM FOR SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER
Software developer optimizer is to create the
process to achieve the good project. It is fully depend on
the developer environment. The developer activates the
SOA to communicate all the users using web services.
The SOA will implement the optimizer according to the
software engineering paradigm. Software developer
optimizer retrieves the facts from the knowledge base
and find the rules from the rules generator and create the
SOA to implement the architecture for developing the
software. Software developer must understand the SOA
and the steps involve in the Software engineering expert
system. It achieves the good optimizer to communicate
the users and developer can understand the knowledge of
the project and develop the project using the optimizer.

Expert system for
Optimizer

Software developer

The SDO environments is composed of open source and
open standard applications due to the availability of
source code and the accumulation of application
knowledge from the open source community. These
resources are particular valuable to software developing
tool research. The control of the software projects and
the design of the project are depend on the ability to
measure the development. SDO is Internet based and
can be applied to help manage globally distributed
projects.
The Software developer optimizers are the concept of
retrieve the information from the knowledge base and
get the rules and facts to identify the software. Then it
uses the Software engineering steps to analyse, design,
coding and testing of the software. SDO optimize all
these information to develop the software and software
can use by the users implement the SOA architecture.
The SOA services are facilitates the user to access the
software from the developer. The SDO optimize the
knowledge entries and design the expert system for the
software developer. SOA is implementing to activate
the response and request of the users. When the
developer produces the software, it must reach to the

users. That is the very important use of the software.
This is done by the SOA.
Retrieve facts
from
knowledge
base

Knowledge
elicitation from
manager

Service
oriented
Architecture
Rules and facts
Generator

Software
Develope
r
Optimize
r (SDO)
Developed
project using
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Expert system
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Figure: 5 SDO

5. CONCLUSION
Knowledge management is an essential step
while building an expert system. The latter is an
intelligent agent that uses expert knowledge base and
inference mechanisms to solve problems. A knowledge
base is composed of facts and rules. This paper presents
the knowledge management process for software
developer in the development environment. The SDO is
composed of knowledge entries that are facts and rules.
It asks questions about projects and its data parameters.
The paper consists to develop the software developer
optimizer support the developer to get the expert system
facts, SOA and software engineering paradigm. Using
these three information, the developer can design the
software projects. For designing the project, the SDO
can support to communicate all the resources. It is the
source to communicate these three resources.
The Software Developer Optimizer is a
knowledge-based consultation and optimization system.
The system asks questions about projects inputs and
outputs as a well parameters. After building the expert
system, it is vital to verify its knowledge, reasoning, web
services and inference mechanism. The web services are
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identified by the SOA. The SDO is for identify and
separate the modules and develop the software according
to the process. Validating it is the next step to follow to
confirm its soundness. Furthermore, an expert system
should be evaluated to judge its value, quality,
importance, extent, and condition. Also, it should be
continuously maintained, which guarantees its
transparency, robustness, creativity, and adaptability.
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